Introduction

65
GenBank is a member of the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration 
69
The scope of the ICTV mandate extends from species to higher level taxa, and no 
81
There are currently more than 550,000 Influenzavirus A, B, and C nucleotide sequences 82 in GenBank -nearly twenty percent of the entire viral nucleotide sequence content of this 83 database (see Table 1 ). These sequences represent a coordinated effort by the 84 international scientific community to share critical public health data (Bao et al. 2008) , 85 and it is imperative that GenBank provides efficient data distribution pathways to support 86 this and similar efforts. Given the number of influenza virus sequences generated by the 87 scientific community, efficient distribution to GenBank can only be sustained through 88 increased automation of the submissions process. influenza strain names were added to the NCBI taxonomy database in 2016 (see Table   100 2). With more than 120,000 strain names total, this manual step has become a significant 101 impediment to influenza virus sequence submission automation that impacts both
102
traditional GenBank submissions and large-scale submissions. influenza sequences will be assigned to the relevant species and will be associated with 120 a species-level taxonomy identifier. The taxonomy identifiers shown in Table 3 will be 121 automatically assigned to sequences as part of the GenBank submission process after 122 the species of the sequence is verified by homology. Influenza Virus Resource. However, there will be changes to influenza GenBank records.
130
The organism name will no longer include both species and strain information. Only the 131 species name will be listed, and strain information will be included in the "/strain" field as to accept Influenza D virus sequences through these submission tools in early 2018.
180
The new interactive web wizard for submitting influenza sequences is at 
